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Pop/R&B music from an Adobo-eatin' dude. 15 MP3 Songs POP: Pop, URBAN/R&B: Rhythm  Blues

Details: I'm not here to start off my biography to show off what "award-winning" song I've produced or

co-written, nor am I here to mention about how many times I've gone platinum. Cause to be honest, I sure

don't have an award-winning song, and I sure as hell haven't gone platinum. I'm just a 21 year-old Filipino

American making music. Yes, Filipino. Don't be confused; I'm not African-American. I'm not Caucasian.

I'm not Latino; I'm Filipino. And I'm trying to do my thing. Doubt me, racially profile me; I know it's already

coming. But that's not going to stop me. This journey will be a struggle... but nothing's in my way. June

2007. My album is finally releasing. A couple years back, an album release never came to mind. Music

was all for fun, and it still is. But finally... I'm taking my music to the next step. "Attitude". Yup. The album's

called Attitude. At-ti-tude: manner, disposition, feeling, position, etc., with regard to a person or thing

(Dictionaryis awesome). It's our attitudes that make us function as who and what we are today. Our

experiences give us a way to perceive life, but our attitude is what allows us to strive for our goals. And

one of my goals in life, especially in music, is to spread good music, disregarding anything where people

are categorized by means of looks, color, race, identity; where music is everything and image is nothing. I

can write my own songs. I can make my own beats. I make my music based on experience. Whether it be

love or life in general, I write about it. That's the beauty of writing. You have a good day, you write about

it. You have a bad day, you write about it. And that's exactly what I do. I make music about past situations

that I know others can relate to. Whatever song you hear of mine, I try to relay it to you all in a way in

which you can totally understand, and at the same time, enjoy. And if you don't enjoy it, then it's just not

for you; it's all good with me. I'm just an average Joe living a simple life; no glitz and glamour here. My

day consists of serving God and Jesus Christ, school, school, more school, work, spending time with

friends and family, and music. I have nothing to be ashamed of; I do not flaunt things I can't afford. I do

not represent things I'm not really a part of or into. I'm just me. I'm just living a simple and innocent life.

I'm a homebody most of the time... home is where I make music. Call it a DVD night, and I'm totally good

to go. Movies, sports, working out, whatever; I'm into it. Just like any other normal human being. I'm down
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for whatever. I'd like to thank you for coming by my page to check out my music. And I sure hope you feel

it. Either you've heard of me from your friend and looked me up on Limewire to find a bunch of my old

stuff on there--the guy who sings "I Hide" and "Butterflies"--or you've stumbled upon this page by

accident. Either way: thank you. You're awesome. And if you were so kind enough to support me by

purchasing a copy of my debut album "Attitude", you'd be even more awesomer (if that's even a word).

Once again, thank you for stopping by. If you've got questions, I've got answers. I'll try my best to respond

to all your messages and comments. I really appreciate all the support that you all have given to me since

day one. I'm just here trying to share my music to the rest of the world. Thanks, and God bless. Much

love, Reynard Silva Tags: pop
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